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Cross-border business operations across many industries1 require that goods are moved to and stored in multiple EU locations to serve 4 
customer demand faster, to ensure continuity in supply, to save transport costs and to reduce CO2 footprint. The digitalization of the 5 
economy reinforces this trend and is creating diverse pan-European supply chains. 6 

The Union One Stop Shop (UOSS) (in place since 1 July 2021), is a great step forward in simplifying VAT compliance for cross-border 7 
for businesses. However, cross-border movements of own goods are not eligible for the system, as the UOSS only covers distance sales 8 
of goods to end consumers. Therefore, despite the introduction of the UOSS, businesses still need to VAT register in every country 9 
where goods are stored. Maintaining many VAT registrations is time consuming and costly for businesses, especially for SMEs, who 10 
are estimated to spend EUR 5.9 billion per year on EU VAT compliance (over EUR 12,000 per SME per year, on top of one-off 11 
registration costs of EUR 4,500 per Member State)2. We therefore support the EU Commission’s ambition as part of the VAT in the 12 
Digital Age project to expand the single VAT registration and UOSS concept to further eliminate the need for businesses to registrations 13 
across multiple EU countries. We also welcome that the VAT in the Digital Age Study has identified cross border movements of own 14 
goods and onward sales as the highest impact use case that should be covered via a single VAT registration number.3 15 
 16 
Taking this reform to the next level to further centralize and standardize VAT registration and reporting requirements is a win-win idea 17 
where the EU Commission can unlock major benefits for governments, tax authorities, businesses and consumers: 18 

• Tax authorities will benefit from increased compliance, facilitated reporting and auditing of cross-border goods movements and 19 

increased on-shoring of goods and services trade. 20 

• National governments will benefit from a more competitive EU market and increased trade, leading to additional tax revenues. 21 

• Businesses, particularly SMEs, will gain easier access to intra-EU trade, be more competitive and incur fewer tax compliance fees. 22 

• Customers will be able to access more competitive prices, faster delivery and a greater choice of goods. 23 

• There are also environmental benefits of a single VAT Registration. For example, a regime covering pan-EU inventory storage in 24 

e-commerce would encourage bulk inventory placements close to customers, which cause considerably lower CO2 emissions than 25 

orders individually shipped long-distance4. 26 

• As well as being green, bulk shipments from third countries for onward distribution also reduce burdens on national customs 27 

authorities compared to the influx of individual packet shipments from third countries5.  28 

Solution design 29 
From a business (especially SME) perspective, design of a meaningful reform should align with two key objectives (in order of priority): 30 
1. The reform should reduce the number of multi-country EU VAT registrations that businesses need to hold. Businesses should be 31 

able to leverage a single UOSS registration to comply with their VAT registration and VAT accounting obligations on intra-EU 32 

transfers of own goods and onward sales in the country to which goods are moved. As most businesses will have both B2B & B2C 33 

customers and as e-procurement is growing rapidly6, inclusion of B2B supplies in this solution is key. It should be possible to report 34 

VAT due onward B2B sales in the UOSS, with an alternative of an EU-wide domestic reverse charge mechanism, whereby the 35 

customer self-accounts for the VAT due on its purchase7. 36 

                                                                 
1 See at Annex 4 a non-limitative overview of industries that would benefit from a single VAT registration including pan-EU movements of own goods. 
2 Estimate in the Draft Final Report of the VAT in the Digital Age Study, October 2021 (the ‘Study Report’), section 4.3.2. 
3 As set out throughout the Study Report. 
4 “A direct air e-commerce shipment from a distribution centre in Asia causes 25 times more [CO2 emissions] than an e-commerce shipment from a 
mass storage facility in the EU which first sources products by sea, before shipping them to end consumers by road. This means that e-commerce has 
much less impact on the environment when products are shipped in bulk by sea and then stored close to the customer before being ordered.” (Is E-
commerce Good for Europe? Oliver Wyman, 2020) 
5 One customs authority has estimated the volume of such consignments to have increased 30-fold from 2015-2021 (Draft Final Report of the VAT in 
the Digital Age Study, October 2021, section 6.2.1). 
6 The B2B e-commerce sector is expected to grow at an annual rate of 18%+ per year until at least 2028. Expanding from around $7.7T today to 
$25.7T in 2028. Traditional procurement is integrating with online marketplaces/retailers to create omnichannel procurement platforms. 
7 If a generalized domestic reverse charge is introduced, a fall back is needed edge cases where goods are sold by a non-established supplier to a 
business customer that is not VAT registered in the country of supply. Here we would suggest that such supplies are deemed B2C, with VAT able to 
be accounted for under the One Stop Shop. 
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2. The solution design should preserve the neutrality of VAT by mitigating absolute and cash-flow costs of VAT on businesses. Under 37 

today’s rules, cross-border transfers trigger a VAT charge but no associated cost or cash-flow issue as the VAT is immediately 38 

recoverable by businesses through their local VAT registration in the country of arrival. This may not be the case under a single 39 

VAT registration if VAT is still due on transfers of own goods, as there is currently no VAT recovery feature in the UOSS. We believe 40 

one of the following policy options would address this concern in politically and technically feasible manner:  41 

a. Remove the issue of VAT recovery altogether by applying a VAT exemption with credit to the transfer of own goods in the 42 

country of arrival – i.e. make transfers of own goods purely “reporting events”. See Annex 2 for a deep-dive on this policy 43 

option; or 44 

b. Limit the VAT cash-flow disadvantage by improving VAT recovery mechanisms for non-established businesses. For example, 45 

by allowing taxable persons registered in the UOSS (EU and non-EU established) to recover VAT on transfers of own goods 46 

via an 8th Directive reclaim and by making these reclaim procedures simpler and faster. See Annex 3 for a deep-dive on this 47 

policy option. 48 

We believe an extension of the UOSS in line with the first objective above is highly feasible, both politically and from an IT technical 49 
perspective. This extension is also crucial – movements of own goods have been assessed as the most impactful use case that should 50 
be covered by a single VAT registration to reduce burdens on hundreds of thousands of businesses operating across many industries 51 
throughout the EU (see FAQ 2). With these included, the key remaining issue will then be to maintain the neutrality of the tax by 52 
removing or limiting the potential VAT cash-flow disadvantage related to transfers of own goods, as suggested above. Without this, 53 
the incentive for businesses to use an expanded UOSS would be severely curtailed and many businesses may find the costs prohibitive. 54 
 55 
We also recognise a tertiary design objective that will be important to Member States – that the system supports audit and control 56 
processes to either improve or maintain current efforts to prevent errors and abuse in VAT accounting. We believe that single VAT 57 
registration will improve overall levels of VAT compliance as simpler VAT compliance leads to higher levels of VAT compliance. We 58 
also assess that through appropriate data reporting mechanisms, Member States will have an equivalent or better level of visibility on 59 
taxpayer activity under a single VAT registration compared to today (see FAQ 3). Member States should not however lose sight of the 60 
principal objectives of reducing VAT registrations and maintaining VAT neutrality in pursuit of this particular objective.  61 
 62 
The following annexes dive deeper on the policy options available to the EU in its single VAT registration proposals:  63 
1. Annex 1: FAQs (including EC and Member State questions heard during the October 2021 Fiscalis event)  64 

2. Annex 2: Deep-dive of the policy option of a VAT exemption (removing VAT cash-flow disadvantages for businesses) 65 

3. Annex 3: Deep-dive of the policy option by improving VAT recovery mechanisms (limiting VAT cash-flow disadvantages for 66 

businesses) 67 

4. Annex 4: Further detail on the industries single VAT registration would benefit 68 

Annex 1: FAQ 69 

1. If a solution is found to prevent a cash-flow impact from VAT incurred on transfers of own goods, won’t businesses still want 70 
to maintain local VAT registrations to recover locally incurred input tax? 71 

No. Many businesses are able to operate cross border without incurring any significant local input tax. Transfer of own goods into a 72 
country may be the only transaction a business has on which they incur local (deemed) VAT and then they may have no costs or only 73 
costs subject to basic place of supply rules for B2B services. The latter becomes more common as business in search of optimisation 74 
outsource elements of their supply chain to specialist third parties. Most outsourcing costs are not subject to VAT in the country where 75 
work is physically done (but in the country of the customer’s establishment) – e.g. manufacturing, warehousing, picking, packing, 76 
shipping etc. There are also cases where there is no local VAT incurred on non-outsourced supply chains – e.g. in electric vehicle 77 
charging. Even in cases where foreign VAT is incurred, having the flexibility to locally register or register via the UOSS is likely to be 78 
helpful for businesses. 79 
 80 
2. Which industries would benefit from a single VAT registration? 81 
The impacts of a well-designed system would be wide-reaching, particularly a system that includes cross-border transfers of own 82 
goods without major VAT cash flow costs. Businesses that could benefit include lessors of moveable property, customers of toll 83 
manufacturers, e-commerce businesses, retailers using remote fulfilment, wholesalers, e-mobility providers, agricultural producers, 84 
touring events companies, and businesses engaged in sale-or-return contracts. These examples are expanded in Annex 4. 85 
 86 
3. Will Member States still have control and visibility over movements of own goods under this proposal? 87 
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Yes. Equivalent or better levels of visibility and control than the present day can be achieved. The table below shows that Member 88 
States currently receive limited amounts of data specific to movements of own goods or indeed goods movements generally. Under a 89 
single VAT registration concept, we believe reporting can be set up to give more detail than the current combination of VAT returns 90 
and recapitulative statements. I.e. single VAT registration can be made to be no more susceptible to fraud than the present day system, 91 
whilst significantly reducing compliance burdens for the majority of EU traders who wish to simply and honestly report their VAT.  92 
 93 

Present day visibility for movements of own goods  Visibility if movements of own goods are included in UOSS 
Data available to MS of dispatch Data available to MS of arrival 

- VAT return of trader: total value of dispatches (not 

necessarily split from IC dispatches) 

- Recapitulative statement of trader: destination country, 

total value of goods and services per country (not 

separated) & VAT registration of customer in country of 

arrival. 

- VAT return of trader: total value of arrivals (not necessarily 

split from IC acquisitions) 

- Upon request: recapitulative statement data from VIES 

portal for matching with customer records under audit. 

Data available to MS of dispatch Data available to MS of arrival 

- UOSS return of trader: report the total value of dispatches 

of own goods from all Member States, split per Member 

State of arrival. 

- Control check built into UOSS: an automatic crosscheck is 

carried out to check that the total value of dispatches of 

own goods reported in UOSS matches the total value of 

arrivals. 

- DRR: Digital Reporting Requirements (DRR) proposals also 

planned as part of the VAT in the Digital Age initiative could 

be utilised to supplement or replace the above reporting 

these stock movements. Member State of dispatch and 

member state of arrival would have visibility via DRR. 

- UOSS return: relevant data from the UOSS return is shared 

automatically with Member States where goods were sent 

and supplies were made. 

- Further data on request: Member States given the right to 

request additional information from traders such as 

addresses to which goods were shipped, evidence of 

dispatch and arrival etc. under OSS audit file procedures. 

- DRR: Digital Reporting Requirements (DRR) proposals also 

planned as part of the VAT in the Digital Age initiative could 

be utilised to supplement or replace the above reporting 

these stock movements. Member State of dispatch and 

member state of arrival would have visibility via DRR. 

 94 
4. Why are specific rules needed for transfers of own goods (and not for all cross border B2B sales)? 95 
The VAT treatment of transfers of own goods today is a special use case with special VAT rules applicable – they are treated as a 96 
fictional cross-border sale, where the business moving the goods self-accounts for VAT but is immediately able to recover this as input 97 
tax (where eligible), meaning no cash flow cost for the taxpayer. NB: businesses are almost always entitled to full deduction on 98 
transfers in the country of arrival, as there are few non-taxable reasons to move own goods. Combined with the fact that transfers of 99 
own goods were found to be the most important area to solve for in the VAT in the Digital Age study, this makes a proposal that 100 
maintains the current low/no cash flow cost of movements of own goods key for businesses and a low risk option for Member States. 101 
The current system for cross-border B2B sales, where acquisition VAT is self-accounted for by the customer is not in the same need of 102 
reform. Two proposals for specific rules covering movements of own goods are set out in Annexes 2 & 3. High among the benefits of 103 
these is that they preserve the status quo cash flow position. 104 
 105 
5. Does a special rule for transfers of own goods put non-residents transferring their own goods into a country at an advantage 106 

to domestic businesses purchasing goods domestically? 107 
No. Those are not equivalent transactions. Rules to maintain a simple treatment of movements with low/no cash flow impact would 108 
in fact put a non-established trader on equal footing with a domestic trader purchasing goods from another Member State. Also note: 109 

- Domestic businesses are in fact advantaged by a single VAT registration giving it a better opportunity to trade across the whole 110 

EU, particularly allowing SMEs to compete with larger businesses who whom administrative burdens are not so high. 111 

- The non-established trader would be in a worse position under a domestic purchase scenario, or if VAT needs to be accounted 112 

for on pan-EU transfers of own goods and/or if they would have to go through 8th/13th Directive claim procedures to recover 113 

VAT charged. Under this process, a business would either be blocked from refund altogether or need to wait a significant period 114 

of time (4-8 months) to recover VAT (VAT that it has charged itself). 115 
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- Cross-border transferors of own goods will still have VAT cash flow costs as other businesses do. They will have already pre-116 

financed input tax at the time they purchase the goods in the EU/or import the goods into the EU. They would have to pre-finance 117 

twice (or more) if transferring own goods around the EU unless this is solved for under single VAT registration. 118 

Annex 2: Deep-dive of the policy option of a VAT exemption  119 

Given the progress so far with the VAT in the Digital Age project it is clear that the most effective and straightforward way to tackle 120 
the VAT recovery question is to prevent output VAT charges on transfers of own goods, i.e. apply a VAT exemption with credit on 121 
transfers of own goods in the country of dispatch and the country of arrival. This would be supported by an additional stock movement 122 
reporting that provides Member States with full visibility as to from where and to where own goods have been dispatched/acquired 123 
(see FAQ 3). This solution is also featured in the VAT in the Study Report (option 3a)8. 124 
 125 
Who would benefit? 126 
We foresee the following benefits for Member States and national tax authorities:  127 
- It would be relatively simple to implement – requiring relatively few legislative changes and technological changes. In particular, 128 

the UOSS could be relatively simply modified to allow for reporting of these VAT exempt transactions, with appropriate guardrails 129 

put in place to ensure the goods are used for taxable purposes (for example, an additional stock movement reporting). This avoids 130 

major IT changes, which could be a blocker to adoption of proposals.  131 

- Administration would be simple and it would reduce the workload for tax authorities, with this being a straightforward extension 132 

of the OSS that reduces the need for domestic VAT registrations and minimizes the scenarios requiring processing of cross-border 133 

VAT refunds.  134 

- There is already precedent and legal basis for introducing such an exemption: 135 

o Precedent: this would be much like the VAT exemption introduced under the 2021 changes for the deemed sale from non-136 

EU selling partners to marketplaces.  137 

o Legal basis for an exemption like this exists in article 140(c) of the Principal VAT Directive. Article 140(c) exempts intra-138 

Community acquisitions of goods where the person acquiring the goods would in all circumstances be entitled to full 139 

reimbursement of the VAT due (e.g. under a cross-border refund procedure). This is provided that person makes no other 140 

reportable supplies in the Member State where the intra-Community acquisition has taken place. Simple tweaks to this rule 141 

in the Directive would allow the transfer of own goods to be exempt from VAT as necessary to achieve this change.9 142 

- The process for movement of own goods would be very similar to today for Member States and the risk for Member States will 143 

therefore also be the same. I.e. in 99%+ of cases today there is no revenue associated with movements of own goods as they net 144 

off in the same VAT return and this situation would be maintained. To maintain an identical level of risk, the EC can make 145 

exemption conditional on the goods being destined for taxable use. 146 

- Member States will still have visibility on movements via OSS returns, as the supply is still reported, albeit without VAT. If more 147 

detail is needed, this policy option could be accompanied by an additional stock movement reporting, either via DRR or through 148 

separate (harmonized) reporting. I.e. Member States could end up with more visibility and therefore more control over stock 149 

movements than they do today (see FAQ 2). 150 

- This does not lead to any major increase in the number of cross-border refunds to be processed by national tax authorities. 151 

We foresee the following benefits for businesses:  152 
- The policy objective of a true single VAT registration number for the highest impact use case (according to the Study Report) is 153 

achieved: it reduces the workload and compliance cost for businesses as they no longer need to apply for multiple EU VAT 154 

registrations.  155 

- As such, this policy solution will enable pan-EU business growth across multiple industry sectors (see Annex 4). 156 

                                                                 
8 Policy option 3a sets out the idea of, “adding non-established acquirers of goods to the list of eligible users of the OSS and making an amendment 
to stipulate that input VAT would be automatically offset for such transactions, provided that the OSS is used.”  
9 There is also reason why this same approach of exemptions could not be taken for all cross-border B2B purchases in future to bring 
further simplifications. However, this may be considered too ambitious and difficult to achieve politically, with an exemption for 
cross-border transfers of own goods being simpler and more necessary in the short term. 
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- It preserves the status quo cash flow position (i.e. there is no additional cash flow disadvantage for the many businesses (see FAQ 157 

1) who would use single VAT registration for transfers of own goods – they pre-finance input tax only once at the time they 158 

purchase goods/import goods into the EU).  159 

- Businesses are not required to prepare and submit burdensome and slow cross-border VAT refund requests for purely internal 160 

transactions 161 

Annex 3: Deep-dive of improved and expanded cross-border VAT refund system 162 

An alternative to an exemption for cross-border transfers of own goods is to retain the need for a self-accounting of VAT on an arrival 163 
(via the UOSS) but expand eligibility and improve the process for claiming this VAT back via cross-border VAT refund mechanisms. If 164 
not, the EU risks implementing a single VAT registration misaligned with the second objective on page 1, i.e. one that is not appealing 165 
for businesses that transfer their own goods cross-border. This is the most important use case that needs to be addressed and, if it is 166 
not, we foresee many businesses deciding, on balance, to keep multiple EU VAT registrations active. 167 
 168 
Changes are necessary as current cross-border VAT refund processes aren’t available for businesses that make sales of goods in an EU 169 
Member State where they sell goods subject to VAT10. Further, even if this condition were removed, we foresee three further issues 170 
that would need addressing: 171 
- There are currently no provisions for recovery of self-accounted VAT (which, unlike VAT paid to a supplier, has no evidence in the 172 

form of an invoice). 173 

- Cross-border refunds take a disproportionate amount of time and administrative burden compared to VAT refunds processed 174 

through VAT returns (months as opposed to weeks). 175 

- Many Member States only allow refunds for non-EU businesses where the business’ home country offers reciprocal reliefs. Refund 176 

schemes might therefore be unavailable for certain businesses, making use of a single EU VAT registration unworkable for them. 177 

There are a number of key changes we would recommend to make cross-border refunds an integral part of an EU single VAT 178 
registration and make single VAT registration truly work for businesses moving goods within the EU. These are: 179 
1. Extend Council Directive 2008/9/EC (which presently governs cross-border VAT refunds for EU businesses) to allow recovery of 180 

VAT on cross-border movements of own goods. 181 

2. Amend Council Directive 2008/9/EC to allow VAT refunds for businesses that make supplies subject to VAT in other Member 182 

States eligible for refund, provided the business pays that VAT through the UOSS and not via a local VAT registration. 183 

3. Extend the eligibility to use Council Directive 2008/9/EC to non-EU businesses who make supplies subject to VAT in the Member 184 

State of refund on which VAT is paid via the UOSS (not via a local VAT registration). 185 

4. Make clear what evidence is required to be able to recover VAT paid on transfers of own goods. This should be limited to proof 186 

of payment via the UOSS. 187 

5. Reduce the timeframe for VAT refunds under Council Directive 2008/9/EC, at least in relation to VAT self-accounted for on cross-188 

border transfers of own goods. Either: 189 

a. Reduce the maximum time a Member State can take to make a final decision on refunds to a period more aligned with 190 

domestic taxpayers (e.g. ~3 months). 191 

b. Provide a data link between the electronic refund claim system and the UOSS. Member States should be able to immediately 192 

validate that VAT claimed on cross-border transfers of own goods matches that reported and paid via the UOSS, allowing for 193 

an immediate refund of the VAT by the relevant Member State. 194 

Who would benefit? 195 
We foresee the following benefits for Member States and national tax authorities:  196 
- It would be relatively simple to implement. Cross-border refund mechanisms already exist in law and IT systems, so this is a case 197 

of tweaking existing legislation and building upon existing technology and processes. 198 

- Member States retain full control over refunds of VAT on cross-border movements of own goods, as they do today. 199 

- This option still maximises the potential uptake of single VAT registration, reducing administrative burdens on individual tax 200 

authorities. 201 

 202 

                                                                 
10 Because a standard VAT registration is generally required. Article 3, Council Directive 2008/9/EC (commonly known as the “8th Directive”) 
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We foresee the following benefits for businesses:  203 
- The policy objective of a true single VAT registration number for the highest impact use case (according to the Study Report) is 204 

achieved: it reduces the workload and compliance cost for businesses as they no longer need to apply for multiple EU VAT 205 

registrations.  206 

- As such, this policy solution will enable pan-EU business growth across multiple industry sectors (see Annex 4). 207 

- It preserves a manageable cash flow position (i.e. there is limited cash flow disadvantage for the many businesses (see FAQ 1) 208 

who would use single VAT registration for transfers of own goods – they pre-finance VAT on the movement but can get this back 209 

relatively simply and quickly).  210 

Annex 4: industries and businesses benefitting from VAT compliance simplification through inclusion of 211 

movements of own goods in single VAT registration concept 212 

The policy options presented in this paper suggest a VAT exemption for businesses transferring their own goods around the EU to 213 
minimise the requirements for local VAT registrations or expanded use of non-resident VAT refund procedures. Below we have set 214 
out a number of supply chains under which businesses undertake movements of own goods in the EU but incur limited or no local 215 
input tax other than self-accounted input tax on movements of own foods (i.e. businesses for whom single VAT registration including 216 
movements of own goods would be a very tangible improvement): 217 
 218 
1. Leasing of moveable property 219 

• Supply chain: businesses involved in B2B leasing of movable property may do so cross-border, with a place of supply where 220 
the recipient is located (reverse charge being applicable). The transfer of goods into the country may not qualify for the VAT 221 
relief for temporary movements of own goods as: 222 

o The goods will be disposed of in country (e.g. sold) following conclusion of the services – likely for leases of goods 223 
with short economic lives or leases of goods near the end of their useful economic life; or 224 

o During or following the lease, the goods are dispatched from the country of acquisition to a country other than the 225 
original country of dispatch (e.g. goods move from Belgium to France and then on to Germany). 226 

o In some Member States, if the lease is over 24 months, relief of temporary movements does not apply. 227 

• Examples: lease of specialist construction equipment, long term hire of transportation, lease of manufacturing machinery, 228 
lease of pallets and other material used in distribution networks (e.g. CJEU case of CHEP Equipment Pooling, C-242/19) 229 

• Input tax incurred in country to which goods are moved: generally, no input tax incurred by the lessor in the country of 230 
acquisition. E.g. local maintenance and/or transport costs will be subject to basic B2B place of supply rules. 231 

 232 
2. Toll manufacturing 233 

• Supply chain: businesses (principals) may outsource manufacturing of their products, either to third parties or other members 234 
of their corporate group. Raw materials/semi-finished goods are provided by the principal to a so-called “toll” manufacturer, 235 
who then processes the goods on their behalf. The sending of goods to the toller may entail the principal transferring their 236 
own goods cross-border. Goods may then return to origin or move to another country altogether for sale or further 237 
processing. In the latter case, the VAT relief for temporary movements of goods cannot apply. Under current VAT rules, this 238 
impacts the efficiency of supply chain. 239 

• Examples: car manufacturing, chemicals manufacturing11, product painting & finishing (e.g. CJEU case of Societe Fonderie 2A, 240 
C-446/13). 241 

• Input tax incurred in country to which goods are moved: none, provided no raw materials are sourced locally. The tolling 242 
service is subject to basic B2B place of supply rules. 243 

 244 
3. Retailers with remote inventory 245 

• Supply chain: some retailers wish to store stock closer to their customers, moving their own goods cross border in the process. 246 
This stock is then sold onwards to consumers using own resources (e.g. temporary market stalls) or with third party fulfilment 247 
options (e.g. DHL, Amazon, Fedex, Huboo warehouses), which are particularly common in e-commerce. This trend has been 248 
accelerated by Brexit, with UK retailers seeking onshore stock presences in the EU to reduce customs burden for their 249 
customers. 250 

                                                                 
11 https://echa.europa.eu/documents/10162/17226/factsheet_toll_manufacturer_en.pdf/c0561d57-65b1-42d5-83f9-
66767dbd109d?t=1404299328465#:~:text=%E2%80%9CToll%20manufacturer%E2%80%9D%20is%20one%20of,practice%20in%20the%20chemicals
%20industry. 

https://echa.europa.eu/documents/10162/17226/factsheet_toll_manufacturer_en.pdf/c0561d57-65b1-42d5-83f9-66767dbd109d?t=1404299328465#:~:text=%E2%80%9CToll%20manufacturer%E2%80%9D%20is%20one%20of,practice%20in%20the%20chemicals%20industry
https://echa.europa.eu/documents/10162/17226/factsheet_toll_manufacturer_en.pdf/c0561d57-65b1-42d5-83f9-66767dbd109d?t=1404299328465#:~:text=%E2%80%9CToll%20manufacturer%E2%80%9D%20is%20one%20of,practice%20in%20the%20chemicals%20industry
https://echa.europa.eu/documents/10162/17226/factsheet_toll_manufacturer_en.pdf/c0561d57-65b1-42d5-83f9-66767dbd109d?t=1404299328465#:~:text=%E2%80%9CToll%20manufacturer%E2%80%9D%20is%20one%20of,practice%20in%20the%20chemicals%20industry
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• Examples: e-commerce retailers, e-commerce marketplace sellers, weekly market traders (particularly in border regions), 251 
Christmas market traders 252 

• Input tax incurred in country to which goods are moved: very little where stock is not procured locally. Fulfilment services are 253 
subject to basic B2B place of supply rules or, to the extent own resources are used, the two biggest expenses will often not 254 
incur VAT. Rental of warehouse space, to the extent this is not auxiliary to any fulfillment services provided, will often be 255 
exempt from VAT. In some cases, rental is subject to VAT, but subject to the B2B place of supply rules unless a specific part 256 
of the property is assigned for the exclusive use of the customer. Staff costs are outside the scope of VAT. Market traders 257 
may incur incidental expenses (fuel & subsistence). 258 

 259 
4. Consignment stocks/wholesaling (B2B context) 260 

• Supply chain: B2B suppliers undertake movements of own goods in the context of B2B goods sales. Moving stock to another 261 
country for later sale to a customer or customers. The Call Off Stock (COS) simplification cannot always be used (e.g. if there 262 
is no pre-defined customer, the customer does not agree to use COS or the goods will remain in situ for more than 12 months). 263 

• Examples: wholesale goods, trade construction material, raw materials for manufacturing, commodities sales, centralized 264 
warranty part stores, centralized spare part stores (A.K.A. “rotables” – common in aviation, energy, auto sectors). 265 

• Input tax incurred in country to which goods are moved: local input tax is limited. VAT may be incurred on storage fees for 266 
the goods but, in cases where the goods are stored with a customer, fees will rarely be charged. 267 

 268 
5. Manufacturing with movement of machinery 269 

• Supply chain: businesses (principals) may outsource manufacturing of their products (contract or toll manufacturing), either 270 
to third parties or other members of their corporate group. Specialist machinery for use by the manufacturer in their service 271 
may be provided by the principal or a member of its corporate group, and this may involve a cross-border transfer of 272 
machinery. The transfer of goods into the country may not qualify for the VAT relief for temporary movements of own goods 273 
as: 274 

o The goods will be disposed of in country (e.g. sold) following conclusion of the contract; or 275 
o The goods are dispatched from the country of acquisition to a country other than the original country of dispatch 276 

(e.g. goods move from Germany to Hungary and then on to Romania). 277 
o In some Member States, if the goods remain for over 24 months, relief of temporary movements does not apply. 278 

• Examples: prevalent in the auto, aviation and energy sectors. 279 

• Input tax incurred in country to which goods are moved: none, provided machinery or no raw materials are sourced locally 280 
and the finished goods are not purchased locally by the principal. 281 

 282 
6. Movement of equipment and goods for touring events 283 

• Supply chain: businesses organizing live events, and their subcontractors, will often bring significant amounts of equipment 284 
and merchandise/samples on cross-border tours, which may span multiple countries. There may be several cross-border 285 
movements of own goods before equipment returns to its country of origin and event merchandise may be sold across 286 
multiple countries. Reliefs for temporary movements cannot be used as the goods do not return immediately to their country 287 
of origin. 288 

• Examples: music and theatre tours, corporate marketing roadshows (seminars, conferences etc.). 289 

• Input tax incurred in country to which goods are moved: local input tax other than on transfers of own goods is generally 290 
incidental (VAT on transportation, food, accommodation, venue hire etc.) and suited to recovery via one-off claims as the 291 
activity is not regularly repeated. 292 
 293 

7. Livestock & agriculture 294 

• Supply chain: EU farming is increasingly becoming a cross-border affair12. Livestock may be produced (bred) in one Member 295 
State, reared and fattened in another before being slaughtered/processed in a third, finished products may then be 296 
distributed all over the EU. This may occur with or without a change in ultimate ownership of the animals (i.e. the livestock 297 
transport may represent a transfer of own goods). Similar supply chains could exist across many aspects of EU food supply. 298 

• Examples: livestock producers & processors, agricultural producers, plant nurseries, food manufacturers. 299 

• Input tax incurred in country to which goods are moved: possibly none, as processing services will be subject to basic B2B 300 
place of supply rules. 301 

 302 

                                                                 
12 In 2019, about 1.4 billion animals were traded across EU Member States. Source: Patterns of livestock transport in the EU and to 
third countries (European Parliament commissioned analysis) 

https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/IDAN/2021/690883/IPOL_IDA(2021)690883_EN.pdf
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/IDAN/2021/690883/IPOL_IDA(2021)690883_EN.pdf
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8. Sale or return contracts 303 

• Supply chain: the supply of goods on sale or return are deemed to be a transfer of own goods from the country of origin with 304 
and an acquisition in the Member State to which the goods are transferred. This requires registration of the supplier 305 
regardless of whether the goods are eventually sold or returned. 306 

• Examples: businesses in the art and design trade (e.g. artist sales to galleries), wholesale newspaper & periodical supplies 307 

• Input tax incurred in country to which goods are moved: none 308 
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